Blue mail not syncing

Blue mail not showing all emails. Blue mail not showing new emails. Blue mail app not syncing. Blue mail sync all emails. Why isn't my mail syncing. Sync blue mail with outlook. Blue mail calendar not syncing.
A Microsoft Windows Vista feature, formally called Outlook Express in previous Microsoft operating systems. Windows Mail better addresses concerns regarding junk e-mail and phishing attacks, and it also adds new features not found in Outlook Express for searching and managing your e-mail. In Mail, select Mail > Add Account > Other Mail
Account > Continue.Enter your name, Hotmail email address, and password. Select Sign In.Make sure to select Mail and Notes in the list of available services. This article explains how to receive messages sent to your Hotmail email address with macOS Mail. While Hotmail is discontinued, users with Hotmail email addresses can still retrieve
messages from Outlook.com, which Mail can access automatically. If you have an active Hotmail email address, you can set it up quickly in Mac Mail. Select the Mail icon on your Mac's Dock. (It can also be found in Launchpad or the Applications folder.) From the Mail menu, select Add Account. Select Other Mail Account in the screen that opens,
then choose Continue. Depending on your macOS version, you may have to select Mail Account in the next screen. Enter your name, Hotmail email address, and password in the fields provided for them. Select Sign In. Leave Mail and Notes checked in the list of available services. Choose Done. Look in the Mailbox sidebar at the left of the Mail
window. Open the Inbox if it is closed by clicking the arrow next to it to see all available Mailboxes. Choose the new Hotmail mailbox to access your Hotmail account in Mail. If it is a new account, you'll have only a welcoming email. If it is an older account, the number next to Hotmail in the Mailboxes list indicates the number of emails in the inbox.
You can read and respond to mail and send new mail using your Hotmail email address from inside the Mail application on your Mac. If you don't have a Hotmail address, it isn't too late to get one. Microsoft considers Hotmail to be legacy email, but the company still supports it. To sign up for a new Hotmail account: Go to Microsoft.com in a browser
and click Sign In at the top of the website to open a sign-in window, but don't sign in even if you have an account. Where the sign-in screen says "No account? Create one," choose Create one. On the Create Account screen, select Get a new email address. Then enter your desired email address in the format Username@hotmail.com by typing a name
and selecting @hotmail.com from the drop-down arrow that appears to the right of the name field. You may have to try several times to find an email address that isn't taken. Choose Next. Enter a password for your new Hotmail account and select Next. Enter your first and last names, country, and birthday in subsequent windows. Choose Next after
filling in the requested information on each screen. Enter the CAPTCHA code and choose Next to create your account. Outlook.com opens on your new Outlook Mail screen. If you have a working Hotmail email address, your mailbox is located at Outlook.com. Check Outlook.com to ensure your account is active. If you haven't used your Hotmail email
address for over a year, it may have been deactivated. Log in to Outlook.com with your Hotmail email address and password. If you don't see it, it probably isn't active. Don't worry. You can set up a new Hotmail address. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! If you market by direct mail,
you'd probably love to: (1) identify who reads your material, and (2) drop the prospects who never even open your brochure. Doug Hotchkiss, sales and marketing director of Overseas Adventure Travel Inc. (OAT), in Cambridge, Mass., thinks he has a way to do both.Last year OAT included a high-stakes contest in its mailing. In order to know about a
trip to an exotic locale that the company was giving away -- you could choose, say, Nepal or Peru -- you had to at least open the six-page brochure. And in order to enter the contest, you had to answer six questions drawn from the brochure's text: for example, "Which nonfamily trip is the least difficult of our treks in Nepal?"The trip cost the company
as little as $1,800, Hotchkiss says, an insignificant expense compared with the $112,000 in printing and postage OAT saved by cleaning its mailing list of deadweight. Even better, those who entered the contest also had to answer questions about where they wanted to go and when: perfect fodder for OAT's salespeople. Apple's Mail app tracks its
history back to the NeXT days. As one of OS X's cornerstone apps, Mail is an absolute essential for most new Mac users who want to send and receive email messages. The software supports IMAP, SMTP and POP email protocols, and works with just about any major email service including Yahoo! Mail, AOL Mail, Google's Gmail and more. In
Mavericks, Apple improved scrolling smoothness, and also improved email rendering speed. Messages download faster and it's now possible to view maps inline, thanks to integration with another Mavericks feature, the Maps app. It wasn't all a walk in the park, however — many Gmail users had loads of problems with Mavericks Mail, though Apple
ironed out most of them by the time OS X 10.9.4 was released. If Gmail encounters problems syncing the mobile app with your Gmail account, you may be unable to perform basic email functions, send and receive emails, and open or read new emails. Sync problems may also cause apps to run slowly. To get things working as they should, re-sync your
Gmail account. Instructions in this article apply to mobile devices running Android 10, 9.0, 8.1, or 8.0, and Apple devices running iOS 13, iOS 12, iOS 11, or iPadOS 13. A mobile app may stop syncing when some anomaly in data transfer generates a behind-the-scenes error that stops the app from working until the error clears. If the error cannot clear
automatically, it appears to hang and won't function as expected. Most transfer errors source to either unexpected glitches in network connectivity or timeouts related to the sending or receiving of large data chunks. Erikona/Getty Images The most common cause of syncing problems with Gmail is between the main account and the Android app.
Follow these steps to sync Gmail with your Android device: Perform a manual sync. Open the Gmail app and swipe from the top of the screen to the bottom. Manually syncing Gmail is handy if you only check it periodically on a single device. Enable automated sync. If you prefer not to sync manually, you can automate this in settings. Open the Gmail
app, tap Menu (the three-bar icon), then tap Settings. Tap your account name. In the Data usage section, select the Sync Gmail checkbox. Make sure the device is online. Verify that the device is connected to a Wi-Fi or mobile data is turned on to sync the Gmail app. Disable Airplane Mode if it's turned on. Airplane Mode turns off internet and data
connections and prevents Gmail from syncing with mobile devices. Check your password: Log in to Gmail. If you get a password error, that may be why the app isn't syncing properly. Change your Gmail password on both devices. Update the app: Downloading the latest version of the Gmail app may fix Gmail sync problems. Go to the Gmail App in the
Play Store; if you see Update next to Gmail, tap it. If you see Open, that means you're running the latest version. Clear Gmail app data and stored Gmail files. Cleaning out storage can fix glitches with apps. Open the Settings app. Tap Apps and Notifications or, on older versions of Android, tap Apps. Tap the Gmail app. Tap Storage & cache > Clear
Storage, then confirm the action. On Samsung devices, go to Settings > Apps > Gmail > Permissions > Storage. Then, tap Clear Data and confirm your choice. Clearing app data shouldn't delete email or other content from a Gmail account, only from the local device. However, if you have important emails on that device, back up your data. Restart
the Android device. Sometimes a restart is all it takes to get a smartphone or tablet to work properly. Syncing problems with the official Gmail application on iOS or iPadOS or with Gmail in the Mail app are a little different. Although some of the same troubleshooting steps for Android apply, a few fixes are specific to Apple devices. Make sure IMAP is
enabled. IMAP is the technology Gmail uses to send emails from its mail server to the device. It should be enabled by default, but if that changes for some reason, re-enable it. Check your push settings. If your Gmail account in iOS Mail is set to sync manually, then the app will only fetch new emails when you're using it, which can slow things down.
Open Settings. Tap Passwords & Accounts > Fetch New Data > Gmail and select Fetch. Make sure the device is online. Verify that mobile data is turned on or that the device is connected to Wi-Fi. Check if the app needs an update. Sometimes a pending app update interferes with data syncing. Restart your iPhone. Restarting your iPhone can solve
this and many other problems. Reinstall the Gmail App. Delete the Gmail app from your iOS device. Then, go to the iOS App Store, search for Gmail, and reinstall the app. Delete your account. Sometimes you just have to start again by deleting your account and setting it up all over again. Go to Settings > Passwords & Accounts and tap your Gmail
account. Tap Delete Account and confirm by tapping Delete Account again. Deleting your account doesn't delete your remote data; it just clears everything on your iPhone or iPad. Thanks for letting us know! Get the Latest Tech News Delivered Every Day Subscribe Tell us why! When you listen to a lively Mozart piece in a major key, what colors do
you see? If bright yellows and oranges swirled in your mind, it wouldn't surprise a group of scientists at the University of California, Berkeley.Their new study found that people associate upbeat, major-key music with lighter, more vibrant yellow-toned colors, while slower music in minor keys actually gives people the blues.These results were the
same for participants in both California and Mexico, suggesting humans may have a surprisingly universal emotional color palette. [Eye Tricks: Gallery of Visual Illusions]"The results were remarkably strong and consistent across individuals and cultures and clearly pointed to the powerful role that emotions play in how the human brain maps from
hearing music to seeing colors," study researcher Stephen Palmer, a UC Berkeley vision scientist, said in a statement."Surprisingly, we can predict with 95 percent accuracy how happy or sad the colors people pick will be based on how happy or sad the music is that they are listening to," Palmer added.Palmer and his colleagues studied nearly 100
men and women, half in the San Francisco Bay Area and half in Guadalajara, Mexico. The participants listened to 18 varied pieces of classical music by Johann Sebastian Bach, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and Johannes Brahms. They also were given a 37-color palette and told to choose five colors that best matched each song.Overall, most people
chose an array of warm colors to accompany the upbeat songs and darker, grayer, bluer colors to go with the more somber ones.The researchers saw the same pattern when they tweaked the experiment to use facial expressions instead of colors — happy faces were matched with upbeat music in major keys, while sad faces were paired with gloomier
tunes. The results suggest emotions are responsible for music-color associations.The scientists hope to expand their research to study other musical norms and cultures. Next, they plan to recruit participants in Turkey, where traditional music often uses scales beyond major and minor keys."We know that in Mexico and the U.S. the responses are very
similar," Palmer said. "But we don't yet know about China or Turkey."The study seems consistent with previous research on color associations. One such study published in the journal BMC Medical Research Methodology in 2010 found that people with depression or anxiety were more likely to associate their mood with the color gray, while happier
people preferred yellow.The new research was published this week in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences and will be presented at the International Association of Colour conference at the United Kingdom's University of Newcastle in July.Follow us @livescience, Facebook & Google+. Original article on LiveScience.com.
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